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In a survey commissioned by Zest AI with The Harris Poll, almost 80% of respondents 
responded that they were fearful of a recession in the near future. 

It is apparent, however, that members believe in their credit union...

Digging in deeper: 



Increasing access to 
credit should be a top 
priority during harsh 
economic climates.

Specifically for Credit Union members: 

the prioritization of increasing access to 
credit jumps to 80%
Survey Method: 

This survey was conducted online within the United States by The Harris 
Poll on behalf of Zest AI from August 2-4, 2022 among 2,017 U.S. adults 
ages 18 and older, among whom 414 are credit union customers (defined as 
those whose primary bank is a credit union). The sampling precision of 
Harris online polls is measured by using a Bayesian credible interval.  
For this study, the sample data is accurate to within + 2.8 percentage 
points using a 95% confidence level. For complete survey methodology, 
including weighting variables and subgroup sample sizes, please contact 
marketing@zest.ai.

Serving your members better in 
any economic climate

Cares about me and offers support 
with products and services during 
harsh financial climates

Cares about my family and our 
financial wellbeing

Ready to support me during harsh 
financial times

Is better equipped to support me with 
products and services during harsh 
financial times vs. national banks

85% 82% 85% 86%

What are credit union members looking for to help support them through harsh financial climates?

Incentivize loyalty

Flexibility with existing loans

Skip-a-pay

Attractive deposit accounts

Lower interest rates

Financial guidance
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All Americans agree that 
increasing access to credit 

should be a top priority
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